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I’m lying down, not altogether comfortable on this rocky
ledge but deep in slumber. The air is and cool and
wonderfully fresh, everything is dark and it’s so peaceful. I
sense a bright circle of light approaching…..is this it, is this
what it’s really like when you meet …you know….HIM? The
light’s getting closer….there’s a figure……the light is above
their head. I’m calm, I’m ready for my fate, I’m….rudely
awoken by a deep melodic voice….”Guuurrt mornink”.
Huh?...I didn’t know he was Swiss. “You are in the way!”.
Huh?...I thought HE was going to be a bit more charming
than this. “You are lying on the route and we must pass” –
oh, it’s not me you’ve come for then?
And so at 3.45 on Saturday morning my celestial vision fades
rapidly, and through bleary eyes I see the Zermatt guide and
his client climb right between where Adam and I are lying in
our sleeping bags, and carry on up the Hornli Ridge. Now
roused, we packed our kit and waited for dawn to arrive,
taking in the sublime sunrise over the Valais Alps and the
comical spectacle of a chain of headtorches streaming out
from the Hornlihutte far below like some bioluminescent
plankton trail. What were we doing here, how had we go
into this situation, what had happened the day before and
where were our other two companions? These and many
other thoughts accompanied us as we wearily descended
the last three hours to safety.
Over to Adam Gough for the rest of the story on page 4.
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When?

Where?

18-20 August 2017

Camping Meet, Wye Valley

22-24 September 2017

The Birks, Seathwaite
SD 230 991

13-15 Oct 2017

Dewerstone Cottage, Devon,
SX 535 643

10-12 Nov 2017

Grange Farm Barn,
Hubberholme. N Yorks
SD 930 781

8-10 Dec 2017

Dalehead Bunkhouse, Peaks
SK 101 843

19-20 January 2018

Clwt-y-Bel, Deiniolen, N.Wales
SH 593 630

23-24 February 2018

High Moss, Seathwaite,
Duddon Valley, Lakes
SD 237 967

16-17 March 2018

Fallcliffe Cottage, Hathersage,
Peaks
SK 240 792

27-28 April 2018
18-19 May 2018
2-9 June 2018

20-21 July 2018

Count House, Bosigran, Cornwall
SW 422 366
Pen Ceunant Uchaf, Llanberis
SH 581591
Hartfield House,
Applecross,Scotland
NG 721 467
Caseg Fraith, Ogwen Valley,
North Wales
SH 684 601

Social Events
When?

Where?

1 October 2017

Chiltern Chase - Aldbury

2 October 2017

Slide Show – Aylesbury
Squash Club

20 November 2017

AGM – Aylesbury Squash Club

16 December

Christmas Dinner – Seven
Stars - Dinton

Affiliated to the British Mountaineering Council

last meets
Lawrenny Millennium Hostel, Pembrokeshire 12-14 May
Diccon Proctor, Jon Erwood, Mel Gosliga, Maryke Gosliga, Alex Sharpe, Adam Gough, Adam Craig,
John Wilson, Moira Domican, George Uhart, Phil Parry, Phil Simpkin, Matt Jewell, Paul Day, Paul
Nurse, Jenny Walker, Paul Turton, Diccon Proctor, Graham Field, Nick and Chris Lovell, Barry
Wright, Kay Wright, Marc Bonham, Olly Nicholson
On Friday, Moira, Adam G, Graham and Phil climbed at Penally, after difficulty finding a route. On
the Saturday, they returned with reinforcements (Alex and Matt) to do a slab climb.
Jenny , Mel and Maryke walked around the Lawrenny ‘peninsula’ sampling the local beer at the
Creselly Arms. Marc did not have time to stop for a pint on his 20 mile cliff path walk.

Glen brittle Memorial Hut, Skye. 3-10 June

Jenny Walker, Diccon Proctor, Alan Wilkinson, Richard Andrews, Jackie Verrinder, Vince
Slade, Peter Howes, Marc Davies, Jon Erwood, Mel Gosliga, Maryke Gosliga, Alex Sharpe,
Adam Gough, Adam Craig, John Wilson, Moira Domican, George Uhart, Phil Parry, Phil
Simpkin
As usual (when the weather is good), a fun-filled week
at Glen Brittle. This year the Skye Tourist Board had
been very successful at promoting the Fairy Pools,
which brought significant traffic to the valley. However, we got up onto the ridge when
we could – around ten separate parties made their way to the ridge mostly in good
weather. On one of the ridge trips, with impeccable timing, the ‘A’ Team (Pinnacle
Ridge) met the ‘B’ Team (Tourist Route) on the summit Sgurr nan Gillian in swirling
mist!
The coasts were also well explored, both with climbs and walks. Diccon and Vince
climbed at Neist Point and Suidhe Biorach, near Elgol. There were coastal walks to the
coral beach, Elgol, and from Glen Brittle. John and Mel walked a 14 mile section of the
Tottenish Ridge in good weather. There was climbing at the Cioch, although Vince and
Marc timed their day better than Richard, Adam and Alex who thought abseiling into
the Cioch Gully would offer a shortcut to the descent (how wrong could they be!)

Caseg Fraith, Snowdonia 14-16 July

Jenny Walker, Paul Turton, Diccon Proctor, Alan Wilkinson, Alex Metcalfe, Mel Gosliga, Maryke Gosliga, Raymond Gosliga,
Alex Sharpe, Jackie Collins, Steve Newman, Vince Slade, James Smith, Adam Gough, Richard Lodge, Bob Lee, Pam Trill, Val
Lum, James Evett , Graham Field, Nick and Chris Lovell, Peter, Debbie, Chris and Wizz Anderson, Barry Wright, Kay Wright,
Aiden Spinks, Anand Rai, Jo Alford
Val and James won the ‘early arrivers’ prize, taking breakfast in the hut
before going up Tryfan, Bristly Ridge, the Cantilever 
and Castell y Gwynt, returning via Braich y Ddeugwm.
Moira, Graham, Vince and James (Smith) climbed the classic Sub Cneifion Rib
(V Diff). Peter, Debs and Richard went up onto Y Foel Goch and down to
Capel. A change of weather on the Saturday – but despite this, Graham
climbed Y Gribbin, James and Val went further afield to the Holyhead
mountain. They saw lots of sea birds and some expert kite surfers taking
advantage of the strong winds. A larger group walked to Beddgelert. On
Sunday Val and James, Richard and Jenny, Chris, Debbie and Maryke did local walks in good weather. The Sub Cneifion Rib
got a second visit, this time by Peter and Chris.
For the full accounts of the meets, ACC members can access copies of the log book entries on the club
Yahoo site.
[Thanks Adam, for the picture of the Log Book!]
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next meets
The Birks, Seathwaite 22nd - 24th September
The High Birks, in the Duddon Valley is near the tiny village
of Seathwaite in the southern Lakes. Originally it was an
old working farmhouse. There are magnificent views and
good climbing and walking nearby. Crinkle Crags, Bowfell,
Great End and Scafell Pike are all easily accessible.
The Duddon's most popular venue is Wallowbarrow Crag.
Up to 60m high, with routes spread over two main and two
smaller buttresses. A very good mid-grade crag. The main
buttresses are packed with well-trodden favourites such as
Trinity Slabs (VD), Thomas (S), Nameless (MS), Western
Wall (MVS), Malediction Direct (MVS) and the classic
Digitation (MVS)

Sources: http://thebirks.org
https://www.ukclimbing.com/logbook/crag.php?id=362

Dewerstone Cottage, Devon, 13th - 15th October
Dewerstone Cottage is situated in the heart of the
Dewerstone National Trust Estate about 1/2 km from the
Dewerstone Rock; it is also a lovely place for walking,
either through the estate or onto Dartmoor.

The Dewerstone is a fantastic low to middle grade venue.
Set in magical woodland the area consists of a number of
contrasting crags which vary from multi-pitch classics to
single pitch micro routes with all sorts in between. The
rock is usually sound and protection, when placed well, is
good. Some of the less travelled routes (particularly on the
upper buttresses) have suffered badly from re-vegetation
through lack of traffic and may require cleaning before
use.
The most up to date definitive guide is the Tim Dennell pdf
guide which can be reached through the Javu Website. All
of the routes in the Rockfax guide are worthwhile but
many other little gems can be found throughout the area.
Sources:https://www.spirit-ofadventure.com/bunkhouse/dewerstone_cottage
https://www.ukclimbing.com/logbook/crag.php?id=206

Grange Farm Barn, Hubberholme. 10th - 12th November
Another new venue for the club. Located centrally in the
Yorkshire Dales National Park, the building was formerly
the stables and coach-house for Grange Farm. Buckden
Pike is accessible from the hut. From the large dining and
recreation room on the first floor there are magnificent
views of Langstrothdale.
Near to the hut, it is more scrambling than climbing
country, (e.g. Strains Gill - a grade 2 3 star scramble), but
for those wanting more action head south to Kinsey Crag one of Yorkshire's 'Big Three' limestone crags (the other
two being Gordale and Malham): mostly higher grade
sport climbing (although there are a few Grade 3 an
Grade 5 climbs, but there are also some very good trad
lines.

Sources:
http://www.yorkshirenet.co.uk/stayat/grangefarm/
https://www.ukclimbing.com/logbook/crag.php?id=608
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The Matterhorn - Diccon Proctor and Adan Gough
I read a book Killing Dragons: The conquest of the Alps
which featured the first ascents of Mont Blanc and the
Matterhorn. After this my mission was to climb both of
these famous mountains. Climbed Mont Blanc in 2012
with three friends out of Innominata Climbing Club, so
next was the Matterhorn.
Organised an Alps for a couple of weeks in 2014 but
conditions were very poor that year and the Hornli hut
was closed for the refurbishment. Walked up to the
Hornli hut and a little way up the icy pyramid of the
Matterhorn, which only increased my desire to climb
this.
2015 was the 150th centenary of the first ascent by
Whymper and party. Organised another trip and had a
crack at the Matterhorn with Drew from IMC making it
to the Solvay hut at 4,000 metres before turning back,
with snow and ice conditions from low down on the
mountain
So 2016 came and organised another 2 week Alps trip
with Adam Craig, Diccon Proctor, Roger Saxton and
Rachel Smith. Spent a few days acclimatising with Via
Ferratta, ascent of the Breithorn and Dri Horlini. The
weather was looking good Friday 2nd September so we
made the decision to have an attempt with the weather
looking less promising for the second week. Thursday
we set off after a big pizza lunch, cable car up to
Schwarzee and a 700 metre walk up to the Hornli hut.
Rachel came along for support before running back
down to Zermatt. Evening in the Hornli hut was tense as
we all sorted gear out for the following day, with Adam
Craig having quite a dilemma over what to take as ever.
The morning came and we were up early and down on
time for breakfast; the Swiss guides go out first followed
by the other guides then the unguided team as we were.
Roger and I were roped up together as was Diccon and
Adam C and queued at the first wall, running late before
we got on to the pyramid. Off we went at last with
Diccon and Adam C going off route shortly after the start
with Roger and I going past; we did not see them again
until above the shoulder. Roger and I made steady
progress but it was busy and were held up often. Above
the shoulder on the fixed ropes things really slowed
down, and the others caught up, with parties

descending on the ropes. A large Japanese team held us
up for quite a while and managed to knock off a large
rock as well which missed us fortunately. At this time
the sun that had been blazing earlier was lost behind the
normal lunchtime cloud cover; things were getting chilly
as even I had to put my coats on.
We made it to the lower roof and just onto the snow,
time for us to assess the situation. It was 1.30pm and we
were way behind schedule, my suggested turn-around
time of 11am was way past, but the conditions were OK
with good stable weather. Roger was shivering
uncontrollably with the beginnings of hypothermia and
insisted on heading back down. We were the highest on
the Matterhorn and only 100 metres from my dream,
but sensibly turned back.

We abseiled down the fixed ropes using one rope after
another and splitting back into our teams after the fixed
ropes. Roger and I motored back down the mountain,
stopping at the Solvay hut for some food. We managed
to get back down to the Hornli hut at 9.30pm with the
last hour in the dark. I called the other team who were
still a long way above us and they were still going but
slowly. Roger and I then had the 1,500 metre walk back
down to Zermatt talking to the others and Rachel at the
apartment on the way. We walked back through
Zermatt around 1.00am through all of the people out on
the town and made the 1.30am train, back to the
apartment at 1.45am for a couple of beers and food.
The other team decided to bed down as they were
struggling to find the route down and so we went to bed
at 3ish happy that the others were as safe as they could
be.
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I was up early and walked back to Zermatt to wait for
the others to come back down. Never had I seen the two
of them so tired looking but what do you expect with
Diccon ‘last one back’ Proctor.
So that seemed like it would be another trip to the Alps
to make it to the top of the Matterhorn….
But after a trip up the Rimpfiscshorn with Adam and
Diccon on the Tuesday/Wednesday when we turned
back just short of the top it was looking like an Alps trip
nearly making the top but not quite. Although the
weather was looking good for the Friday … one last
chance maybe. Diccon was unsure on the Wednesday
but the weather was good on the Thursday and Friday
for one last attempt and I was deciding whether to solo
or not Diccon agreed to one last attempt on the Friday!
We had to get up and down as we were leaving 6.00am
Saturday morning, so all or nothing. (Adam Craig had
gone back Thursday morning and Roger was not keen
for another attempt). So we headed back up to the
Hornli hut Thursday afternoon with a plan of leaving
before the guides in the morning (against the hut rules!)

In the morning we got up at 3.30am and having made
our breakfast sandwiches already, ate in the darkened
dining room before setting off at 4.30am. We were off
and mostly on route in the dark but overtaken by the
Swiss guides after wandering off route, but still in the
mix rather than at the back. The guides dragged their
clients up and just pushed through but we just kept on
going.
At last we made the summit at 10.00am! Finally in 5 ½
hours. Was very happy indeed. Enjoyed a quick lunch on
the top and told myself we were only half way and had
to get back down. The one bit that I was not looking
forward to, and this was playing on my mind, was the ice
slope back down to the fixed ropes so made a nervous
start but felt better once under way was glad that I was
not on my own. We took things steady on the way back
as I knew we would not make it back for the cable car,
another walk back to Zermatt. I was buzzing so happy to
walk back, Diccon was less so. We made it back to the
apartment for 9.00 with a celebration of pizza and beer
with Roger and Rachel. At last Matterhorn done!
Adam Gough

We spent the evening with an Irish climber and his
French guide not revealing our plan.

Committee news
16th May 2017
Moira noted that attendance at meets continues to be good; Glen Brittle is fully booked. Bookings for the remainder of the
year were reviewed. The issue of arrangements for booking in for meets was discussed again. Adam reported that the
number of members had increased to 79 (68 adults, 8 juniors and 3 life members). The membership status of visitors on
meets is still to be clarified. The joining fee was also discussed and proposed for discussion at the AGM, together with
membership fees. There was positive feedback for the shorter newsletter published in April, the next one is scheduled for
August. Following an action at the previous meeting, Adam had investigated setting up a facebook page. An administrator
would be required to moderate/ approve content. Arrangements for the October slide show were discussed. Moira is keen
to reinstate the 'Chiltern Chase' in November.
Consideration to be given to encouraging nominations for committee posts at the AGM.

If you would like to help with running your club, please speak to any of the committee.
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This summer at Green Park, Bob ran a reminder
session on setting up belays, and Diccon ran one
on abseiling. One thing that tends not be covered
in training sessions - is falling. So for those
unplanned departures from contact with the rock,
it is good to have planned ahead. Time for another
quiz.
1.

Where is the best place on a climb to take a
fall?
A. Near the top just after you have placed
‘bomber’ protection and calling to your
belayer “Watch me here.”
B. As you step off from the belay ledge.
2. What is the ‘fall factor’?
A. The distance you fall measured in metres.
B. The distance of the fall relative the length of rope
from where it is fixed to your last piece for gear.
C. How you feel when contemplating that move on
‘delicate holds’.
3. Assuming the climber has clipped in to at least one
piece of secure gear above his belayer and his/her fall is
stopped in mid-air, is the greatest load on:
A. the climber
B. the belayer
C. the last piece of gear

A. A fall from 1 metre above
B. A fall from 5 metres above.
5. What is ‘Decking Out’ and how should you avoid it?
A. Taking a break from climbing and sunbathing topless
on your yacht? Avoid it by not owning a yacht.
B. Taking a fall and hitting the ground. Avoid it by
ensuring the climber is never further above the last
piece of gear than the distance between the gear and
the ground.
6. When should you retire a rope?
A. When it can draw a pension?
B. Up to 5 years if used once a month.
C. If it has taken several falls
7. When clipping in, is it better to:
A. Clip in as soon as you can reach up to clip, lifting a
bight of rope to do so.
B. Clipping when the karabiner is at waist level.
8. If traversing diagonally upwards from right to left
should the quickdraw into which the rope is clipped have
the gate on the:
A. Left
B. Right.
Answers are below

4. If you fall from 1 metre above a fixed belay point and
from 5 metres above a fixed belay point, which puts a
greater shock force on your rope?
1. A. The best place for a fall is when there is significantly
more rope between your belayer and the last piece of
gear, than the distance you fall. For B, you are relying
on your belayer to hold the full impact load.
2. B. In practice the fall factor will be reduced because
the belayer will move when you fall (even slightly),
thus reducing the force on the rope.
3. C. If the load on the climber is 9kN, the force in the
rope to the belayer will be about 6kN, resulting in a
force on the gear of 15kN. Note: for a given load on the
climber, a larger fall factor will cause a greater load on
the gear. The fall factor will be reduced by placing gear
regularly, or when sports climbing, clip in to every
runner.
4. Surprisingly they both result in the same dynamic force
on the rope. The longer length of rope will stretch
more than the shorter one. The dynamic force is the
force that remains after some of the force has been
absorbed by rope stretch. This does highlight the
importance of clipping in soon after leaving a belay particularly if setting out on a traverse.

6. Definitely not A! Given that the rope is our life
insurance when climbing (and more so when
abseiling), consider: number of falls, UV exposure and
how long ago it was purchased.
Source:
http://blog.weighmyrack.com/expected-lifespan-of-aclimbing-rope-aka-when-to-retire-your-rope/. A rope
damaged by falls or age, is [apparently Ed.] unlikely to
break, but its capacity to absorb impact forces will be
diminished. A final reminder from Dan Middleton BMC ,… “Don’t push textiles”.
7. B. For A., if you fall as you are about to clip the rope,
you will fall further. However, it is better to reach up to
clip form a safe situation, than to climb higher and clip
at waist level in a precarious situation.
8. B. See the sketches – (Source Petzl) If the gate is on
the left, there is the potential for the rope to become
unclipped in the event of a fall.

5. If you think it is A., you are not a climber! B. Is to be
avoided, and can be, by regularly placing gear. On
bolted routes, this is why the first clip is some distance
from the ground,, but next clip will be less than half
that distance above the first clip.
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Richard Andrews

Caption Competition
“… Arrh, but my compass has north this way!”

A very apt entry from Paul
Turton. Well done for reading
the article on reverse polarity.

Please send caption suggestions to trandrews@gmail.com.
Recycling on Meets
Generally we are pretty good now at recycling on meets. Please
remember, if you brought it with you and it is recyclable, take it
home, or recycle locally . Thank You.
Newsletter Contributions
All contributions for the newsletters: articles, or other contributions
what would (or even might!) interest members are welcome. Please
email to Richard at: trandrews@gmail.com
The views expressed in this newsletter are those of the individual
authors and do not represent the views or ethos of the editor, the
committee or the Aylesbury Climbing Club as a whole.
Kit
If you need to stock up on kit, remember that several shops offer
discounts to members. The Climbers Shop at Stoney Stratford,
Cotswold Outdoor and Fox’s of Amersham all offer discounts to
members when using the appropriate codes. Also 25% discount is
available on Cicerone guides.
Local Climbing Walls
Various members of the club climb at local walls. Mondays in the
summer are Green Park from 7pm. On Thursday evenings a regular
group can be found at Oxford Brookes. On Friday lunchtimes a group
meets at Reading. Finally at Big Rock at Milton Keynes on the last
Friday evening in the month there is a ‘Climb and Curry’ Evening.
Climbing from 7ish before retiring to the Purple Mango at around
9pm. Please contact Alex if you wish to join us.

Committee
Members

Committee post

Phone

Chairman
President
Secretary
Treasurer
Meets 2017

Paul Turton
Jenny Walker
Val Lum
Joanne Lock
Moira Domican
Graham Field

01844 238518
01296 713269
01844 345727
07855 900295
07887 750 500
07826 233559

Meets 2018

Membership
Adam Craig
Communications Richard Andrews
Social
Jenny Walker

07860 553984
01494 526645
01296 713269

“No, we didn’t book on-line.”
Ok everybody no change in protocol.
BUT (this is a chairman's official grump!), places in
huts will always be decided on Monday evenings
at about 9:30 -- BUT Booking huts up to two
years in advance means that our clairvoyant
meets sec's need to book places well in advance.
SO please try to help them help you, and try to
indicate well in advance if you intend to come on a
meet -- IN ADVANCE -- that way, if we need to
get any extra places we can do our best to ensure
that there are enough beds for all.
SO. Don't arrive on a Monday evening at 9:45 and
expect a place, because you might not get one!
We have only had to draw numbers rarely, but it
has been very close recently, and I want to keep it
strictly impartial, and not show any favouritism to
any member, yes even me.
Please help us to help you.

For up-to-date information on spontaneous and planned events,
photos, discussions, daytrip arrangements and club visit Yahoo! ,
Facebook and the website

www.acc.org.uk

Paul Turton

Affiliated to the British Mountaineering Council

